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Theorem 1.1 (Duc-Eells [1]). $\mathbb{R}^{n}$ strictly convex real-valued functioIl
$E$ , smooth $\varphi 0$ y. smooth E-minimizer $\varphi$ with
$\varphi|_{\partial\Omega}=\varphi 0$ .
, (local) vector-valued . Orlicz space
, $W=$ $\cap$ $W^{1,p}(\Omega, \mathbb{R}^{m})$ . , $B,$ $W_{g}$
$1<p<\infty$
$B:=$ $\cap$ $W^{1-1/p,p}(\partial\Omega,\mathbb{R}^{m})$ ,
$1<p<\infty$
$W_{g}$ $:= \{u\in\bigcap_{1<p<\infty}W^{1,p}(\Omega,\mathbb{R}^{m})$ : $u|_{\partial\Omega}=g\}$ , for $g\in B$
. , .
Theorem 1.2 [3]. $g\in B$ , $W_{g}$ unique minimizer $u$ ,
$B_{r}(a)\subset\Omega$ , $u$ $B_{r/2}(a)$ $H\ddot{o}$lder continuous .
, [4] , .
, , compact Riemann $(M, g),$ $(N, h)$ $u:Marrow N$
,
$E(u)=\int_{M}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}dx$





Eells-Lemaire [2] , $E$ 2 . $E$ critical point (expo-
nentially harmonic map) $u:Marrow N$ 1 , $M$ $N$ map 2-parameter
family $u_{s_{2}t},$ $u_{0,0}=u$ . , $u$ $E$ Hessian .
$H_{u}(v,w)= \frac{\partial^{2}E(u_{st\rangle})}{\partial s\partial t}|_{s,t=0}$
$= \int_{M}e^{|\nabla u|^{2}}[\langle\nabla^{u}v, du\}\{\nabla^{u}w, du\rangle$
$+\{\nabla^{u}v,$ $\nabla^{u}w\rangle$ $-(R_{N}(du, v)du,w\rangle$ ] $dx$ .
, $v= \frac{\partial u_{s,t}}{\partial s}|_{s,t=0},$ $w= \frac{\partial u_{s,t}}{\partial t}|_{s,t=0}$ $\prime 0$ , $\nabla^{u}$ pulLback bundle connection,
$R_{N}$ $N$ .
Definition: Exponentially harmonic map $u$ stable , $u$ Hessian
positive semi-definite .
, .
Theorem 2.1 (Eells-Lemaire) [2]. $N$ $(=:K_{N})$ , expo-
nentially harmonic map stable .
, $K_{N}\leq 0$ , $\langle R_{N}(du, v)du, w\rangle\leq 0$ . 2 .
Theorem 2.2 (Eells-Lemaire) [2]. $K_{N}\leq 0$ . $u_{0},$ $u_{1}$ : $Marrow N$ exponentially
harmonic maps , $\partial M\neq\emptyset$ , $u_{0},$ $u_{1}$ DirJchlet problem homotopy class
, $u_{0}=u_{1}$ . , $\partial M=\emptyset$ , $K_{N}<0$ , $u_{0}$ rank 2
, $u_{0}=u_{1}$ .
Theorem 2.3 (Eells-Lemaire) [2]. $K_{N}\leq 0$ . $u_{0}$ : $Marrow N$ exponentially
harmonic maps . , $u_{0}$ $u_{0}$ homotopy class $E$ minimmize .
, second variation formula .
, harmonic map, , Diriclflet critical point, 2
. , $K_{N}\leq 0$
. , harmonic map compactness (Palais-Smale C)
, exponentially harmonic map compactness ,
critical point .
167
, Harmonic map ,
, $K_{N}\leq 0$ . ( $K_{N}\leq 0$ harmonic
map . ) , exponentially harmonic map
L.’ .
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